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a b s t r a c t
Spatial memory can be strengthened by adverse stimuli that activate the stress system, and administration of the stress hormone corticosterone in close-context with the learning task. Less is known about
modulation of spatial memory by post-training positive reinforcers (reward). Cognitive performance was
assessed in male C57BL/6J mice using two learning tasks: the water maze (WM) and circular hole board
(CHB). Sugar was chosen as a post-training reinforcer. We expected that the free access to sugar immediately (0 h) after training would facilitate spatial memory; delayed access to sugar (4 h after training) or no
sugar served as controls. In both tasks, 0 h sugar mice showed superior performance, indicated by shorter
latencies and distances to the trained spatial location. The memory facilitating effect of sugar became visible at distinct times during training: on the CHB from the ﬁrst trial onwards, in the WM on training days
4 and 5. Sugar-rewarded mice kept their superior performance during the free exploration/swim trial,
expressed by more persistent search strategies for the exit hole or platform. Post-training sugar reward in
close-context with performance strengthens memory via modulation of consolidation. This ﬁnding supports the integrative theory of reinforcement and memory. We suggest that our experimental set-up will
allow to differentiate between direct effects on memory and alterations in reward processes in animal
models of stress-related diseases.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Memory formation is modulated by task-inherent appetitive
and aversive characteristics. Other stimuli occurring in close context with the task either impair or enhance memory [8,19]. Decades
ago, Huston and colleagues presented a memory processing theory
of reinforcement, proposing that the reinforcer acts on a memory
of the response or of the stimulus-response contiguity [13,14]. It
has provided a framework for studies that have demonstrated a
close correspondence between memory promoting and reinforcing effects of natural reinforcers like food, but also of electrical and
chemical stimulation of the brain [15].
Here we address the effect of a post-training natural reinforcer
on cognitive performance in two spatial learning paradigms in
mice: the well known and commonly used water maze (WM)
[23] and the circular hole board (CHB) [4]. Both tasks have been
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originally designed for rats. Mice prefer dry-land over wet mazes
[26,27,29]. For mice, the degree of the task-inherent aversive characteristics differs largely [29], in parallel with the activation of the
stress system and secretion of glucocorticoid hormones [9,16]. For
example, increasing the aversiveness of the task, like lowering the
water temperature in the water maze, increases the secretion of
the stress-hormone corticosterone and results in memory improvement in rats [2,25]. Injections of corticosterone have comparable
effects on memory (for review [16]). The WM is regarded as lifethreatening while the CHB is considered to be less (or not) aversive,
as the animal walks to locate a hole leading to its home cage.
Thus, modulation of the adverse components of a task facilitates
learning and memory processes (e.g., lowering water temperature,
increasing strength of electric shock in fear conditioning paradigms
[24,25]). In contrast, memory facilitating effects of positive rewarding stimuli are less well studied. Using plain food as reinforcer,
requires prior food deprivation of the subjects which is a stressor
itself, known to change circadian corticosterone secretion and glucose levels [17,18]. Mice like sweets, so we decided to give the mice
free access to glucose (sugar corns) as reinforcer.
It is well known that glucose facilitates cognitive performance
and that peripheral glucose administration improves memory in
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aversive and appetitive tasks. In mice, glucose has always been
administered via invasive techniques like intraperitoneal injections
[22]. An intraperitoneal injection is an acute stressor, resulting in
increased heart rate, body temperature and elevated concentrations of corticosterone [6,21]. As described above, stressors given
in close context with a task have memory facilitating effects [16].
To dissect the rewarding properties of the post-training stimulus from interference with the stressful method of application,
male C57BL/6J mice got free access to sugar in their home cage,
either immediately post-training (0 h) or 4 h after the last training trial of the day. Separation of the rewarding stimulus in-time
from the training event controls for general metabolic effects [8,19].
We expect that (1) post-training self administration of glucose will
reinforce memory resulting in superior cognitive performance and
(2) the pattern of memory facilitation will be task-dependent.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Animals
Male C57BL/6J mice (3 months; n = 44) were purchased from Charles-River laboratories. Upon arrival at the animal facilities (LACDR, University of Leiden, The
Netherlands), mice were single housed and transported to the experimental room
to acclimatize for 2 weeks before the start of the experiment, in a temperature
(21 ± 1 ◦ C) and humidity (55 ± 5%) controlled room; food and water ad libitum;
12:12 h light-dark cycle (lights on at 07:00 h). All experiments were performed
between 09:00 and 14:00 h. Experiments were approved by the Local Committee
for Animal Health, Ethics and Research of the University of Leiden. Animal care
was conducted in accordance with the EC Council Directive of November 1986
(86/609/EEC).
2.2. Experimental design
Separate groups of mice were used in the two spatial learning tasks. Water maze
(WM; n = 8/group): (1) post-training self administration of sugar in close context
(0 h-sugar), i.e., immediately upon return to their home cage; (2) post-training self
administration of sugar out of context (4 h-sugar), i.e., 4 h after the last daily training
trial in home cage as control for possible metabolic effects of sugar and (3) controls,
i.e., no-sugar. The WM program started with a free swim trial, followed by 4 days of
spatial training and ﬁnished with another free swim trial 3 days later. Circular hole
board (CHB; n = 10/group): (1) post-training self administration of sugar in close context (0 h-sugar); i.e., immediately upon return to their home cage and (2) controls,
i.e., no-sugar. The CHB program started with a free exploration trial, followed by 4
days of training and ﬁnished with another free exploration trial three days later.
Behaviour was recorded on videotape and analyzed with Ethovision 1.97 (Noldus
Information & Technology BV, Wageningen, The Netherlands). The software sampled
the position of the mouse 5 times per second. To calculate the distance walked on
the CHB, the minimal distance between samples was set at 3 cm.
2.3. Self administration of sugar
Mice were familiarized with the sugar corns before WM and CHB training
started. A feeding cup (2.5 cm × 2.3 cm) was glued to the bottom of the home cage
in the corner opposite to the nest. During the week before training started, mice got
free access to sugar 3 times (30 mg sugar corns; every other day). At 09:00 h, the grid
of the cage was lifted, the sawdust was removed from the feeding cup, and sugar
was placed in the cup. Mice consumed all the sugar within 10 min. Mice remained
in their home cage and were not handled during the administration procedure. Following the last training trial of the day, mice had free access to sugar in their home
cage either immediately (0 h-sugar) or delayed (4 h-sugar), after having located the
platform in the WM or exit tunnel in the CHB, or when the maximum trial duration
had expired.
2.4. Water maze
Three days before spatial training started, the white pool (140 cm diameter,
side walls 50 cm high) was ﬁlled with 2 cm of warm water (26 ± 1 ◦ C). This was
the mouse’s ﬁrst contact with water and it was allowed to walk around for 120 s.
2.4.1. Training trials
The pool was ﬁlled with warm water (26 ± 1 ◦ C; ±25 cm deep) and made opaque
by the addition of chalk. A platform (8 cm diameter) was situated 0.5 cm below the
surface of the water, invisible for the mouse. The ratio between the surface area of
the pool and the platform was 270:1. The mouse was placed in the water at one of
four possible equally spaced release points. A maximum of 60 s was allowed, during
which the mouse had to ﬁnd the platform and climb onto it. If the mouse did not ﬁnd

Fig. 1. Water maze: (A) latency in seconds (s) and (B) distance swum in meters (m)
to the platform during spatial training trials on day 1 (1 trial), days 2 and 3 (4 trials),
days 4 and 5 (3 trials). For the free swim trial after training (FST-after; day 8), latency
and distance are calculated based on the ﬁrst visit of the former platform location.
Mice consumed sugar in their home cage immediately after the last training trial of
the day (0 h-sugar) or 4 h later (4 h-sugar) or no-sugar. (C) Free swim trial after spatial
training: Cumulative distance in meters to the former platform location (black bar)
and virtual platform locations in adjacent and opposite quadrants (see inset). Less
distance indicates more speciﬁcity towards the platform location. Data represent
mean ± S.E.M. (A, B) p < 0.05 * 0 h-sugar vs. 4 h- and no-sugar groups; $ 0 h-sugar vs.
4 h-sugar group; # 0 h-sugar vs. no-sugar group. (C) p < 0.05 * platform location vs.
the three virtual platform locations; $ vs. left and opposite virtual platform locations.

the platform itself it was guided there using a grid (20 cm × 6 cm). Mice remained
on the platform for 15 s. Animals were run sequentially with an inter-trial interval of
approximately 10 min. After each trial, mice were placed under a red-light warming
lamp for 3 min. A free swim trial preceded and followed the spatial training trials
(platform was absent: FST-before: 120 s; FST-after: 60 s).
2.4.2. Schedule and procedure
Day 1 started with FST-before, which allowed estimation of the swimming
ability and to determine the pre-training exploratory strategy. One hour later, the
ﬁrst spatial training trial took place. On consecutive days, mice received four trials on days 2 and 3, followed by three training trials on days 4 and 5. Spatial
training thus consisted of 15 trials over ﬁve consecutive days. Three days after the
last spatial training trial, goal-directed search strategy was assessed in FST-after
(day 8).
Spatial training trials were analyzed for: latency (s) and distance swum (m) to
climb on the platform, swim speed (cm/s), cumulative distance to platform (m). To
allow comparison, both free swim trials were analyzed for the ﬁrst 60 s. General
activity was represented by total distance swum (m) and velocity (cm/s). Swim patterns were quantiﬁed on: time spent in platform quadrant (percentage), latency (s),
crossings (number) and cumulative distance to former platform location, relative to
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Table 1
Latency to platform in seconds during the ﬁrst trial of the day for the 0 h-sugar,
4 h-sugar and no-sugar groups.
Water maze: the ﬁrst trial of the day

0 h-sugar
4 h-sugar
No-sugar

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

48.9 ± 7.2
45.1 ± 7.2
46.3 ± 9.0

25.3 ± 9.1
24.9 ± 6.1
29.0 ± 8.4

9.3 ± 2.9*
21.6 ± 6.3
22.1 ± 7.7

6.7 ± 1.9*
16.9 ± 5.1
18.8 ± 6.4

(m) to the location of the hole used during spatial training were measured. The
search strategies are described as perseveration: i.e., repeated visits of the same hole
or alternately visiting two neighboring holes, and serial: i.e., more than two holes
visited in sequence; calculated in relation to the total number of hole visits. A hole
visit was detected if the animal had at least its nose over the rim of the hole. Detections by the image-analysis system were additionally cross-checked with manual
protocols. To compare behaviour during free exploration trials we analysed both
trials 120 s.
2.6. Statistical analysis

Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M.; * p < 0.05 vs. other groups, same day.

the other possible three positions [7,10]. Thigmotaxis was expressed as time spent
(%) close to the wall (RIM zone = 10 cm).
2.5. Circular hole board
2.5.1. Apparatus
The circular hole board is a revolvable white Plexiglas plate (diameter: 110 cm)
with 12 holes (diameter: 5 cm) at equal distance to each other, 10 cm from the rim.
It was situated 1 m above the ﬂoor. In the original circular hole board set-up [4]
bright light and loud noise were used as aversive stimuli to motivate the animals to
search for the exit. We performed the task under dim light conditions (120 lux on
the surface of the board), in a quiet surrounding and with numerous distal cues in
the room which allowed spatial orientation. The holes on the CHB could be closed
by a lid at a depth of 5 cm. Whether a hole was open or not could be recognized
by the mouse if it put its head over the edge of the hole. If open, the hole provided
access to the home cage of the mouse via an s-shaped 15 cm long tunnel (diameter:
5 cm). Mice were ‘pre-trained’ to climb through the tunnel 3 times every other day.
This was performed in the week preceding familiarization to sugar corns, during
weighing of the mice.
2.5.2. Training trials
Before each trial started, the board was swept clean with 1%HAc. Next, the board
was turned clock- or anti-clockwise until the randomly determined hole was at the
ﬁxed location of the exit (spatial training). The home cage was placed underneath
the exit tunnel (not visible for the mouse), and the mouse was placed in a nontransparent cylinder (PVC, diameter 10 cm, 25 cm high) at the center of the board.
After 10 s the cylinder was lifted and the mouse could explore the board. There was
just one open hole during spatial training trials which was at the same location in all
trials. As a control for possible odor cues, we turned and cleaned the board between
trials, and placed the home cage underneath the tunnel, opposite to the exit hole,
during the free exploration trial after training (FET-after). A free exploration trial
preceded and followed the spatial training trials (all holes closed; FET-before: 300 s;
FET-after: 120 s).
2.5.3. Schedule and procedure
Day 1 started with FET-before, which allowed to determine the pre-training
exploratory strategy. After 5 min of exploration the animals were guided using a
grid (20 cm × 6 cm), to the exit tunnel that they would need to search for during spatial training. Upon entering their home cage, they had free access to sugar (30 mg).
Spatial training was given on days 2–5: one exit hole was accessible in a ﬁxed position. Mice received two trials per day with an inter-trial-interval of 15 min. If the
mouse did not ﬁnd the exit hole within 120 s, it was guided there by a grid. Three
days after the last training, FET-after (exit hole closed) was performed to determine
whether spatial learning had altered the exploration into a goal-directed search
strategy.
Spatial training trials were analyzed for latency (s), path length (m), velocity
(cm/s) and time (s) before leaving the start area in the center (diameter 30 cm). For
the analysis of FET-before and FET-after, the CHB was divided in several zones of
interest: (i) total arena: path length, velocity, (ii) start center: latency to leave center, percentage time spent, (iii) holes zone: latency hole area, hole visits, percentage
time spent near exit and left/right adjacent hole, (iv) RIM zone: path length, velocity
of moving, latency to RIM, percentage time spent. The latency (s) and path length

Data were subjected to ANOVA (factors: time, condition: 0 h-sugar, 4 h-sugar
and no-sugar), when appropriate with repeated measures followed by a post-hoc
Tukey-test. Time in quadrants and platform crossings of the free swim trials were
analysed with Friedmans Analysis of Variance (FR: per group) and Wilcoxon test (W:
within group). Other parameters were compared with Student’s T-test. We lost the
data of the CHB 4 h-sugar group due to computer problems. Data are presented as
mean ± S.E.M. Signiﬁcance was accepted at p < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Water maze: spatial training
All mice learned to locate the platform as indicated by a decrease
in latency (Fig. 1A) and path length (Fig. 1B) to platform over
days (latency: F(4, 84) = 52.508; p = 0.001; distance: F(4, 84) = 29.014,
p = 0.001), with signiﬁcant differences between the groups (latency:
F(2, 21) = 5.145; p = 0.015; distance: F(2, 21) = 5.706; p = 0.01). Mice
with post-training sugar administration in close context (0 h-sugar)
had the shortest latencies and distance to platform from day 4
onwards (compared to the 4 h-sugar group on days 4, 5 and 8:
p < 0.01; no-sugar group on days 4 and 8: p = 0.01). After day 3, the
course of performance in latency and distance differed signiﬁcantly
between the groups (F(8, 84) = 2.397, p = 0.022). While the latency
and distance to platform continued to decrease in the 0 h-sugar
group, it remained at the same level in the other two groups. Swim
speed remained constant over the course of training and did not
differ between the groups (data not shown). Interestingly, the latencies to platform of the ﬁrst trial on days 4 and 5 were signiﬁcantly
lower in the 0 h-sugar mice than in the 4 h-sugar and no-sugar controls (Table 1). The performance in the other training trials of the
day was variable. Performance in trials within 1 day (trial-to-trial
performance) did not differ between the groups.
3.2. Water maze: search strategies during free swim trials before
and after spatial training
Before spatial training, mice of all groups behaved comparable
regarding total distance swum, swim velocity and percentage time
spent in RIM zone (Table 2a). After spatial training, on day 8, general
activity between groups was again similar, but the 0 h-sugar group
was more active than before training (paired T-test: distance and
velocity, p = 0.033). All groups spent less time in the RIM zone of
the pool, indicating a shift in their swim strategy towards the open
area of the pool where the platform was positioned during spatial
training.

Table 2a
General activity expressed as path length swum, swim speed and percentage of time spent along the wall (RIM) in the water maze during the free swim trials before and
after spatial training.
0 h-sugar

Path length (m)
Swim speed (cm/s)
% Time in RIM
Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M.
#
p < 0.05 within group.

4 h-sugar

Before

After

9.3 ± 0.4
15.6 ± 0.7
59.9 ± 4.4

10.1 ± 0.4
16.8 ± 0.9#
31.1 ± 3.8#
#

No-sugar

Before

After

Before

After

9.4 ± 0.5
16.3 ± 0.9
58.0 ± 2.7

10.4 ± 0.9
17.4 ± 0.9
21.1 ± 2.8#

10.2 ± 0.4
17.1 ± 0.7
65.2 ± 4.7

11.1 ± 0.6
18.6 ± 1.0
33.1 ± 8.3#
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Table 2b
Free swim trial after spatial training: latency to and crossing of the former platform
position; increase in percentage of time spent in the platform quadrant (free swim
trial before = 100%).
0 h-sugar
Latency (s)
Crossings
% Time spent in platform quadrant

11.8 ± 1.7*
3.6 ± 0.4$
236.3 ± 22.0*

4 h-sugar
22.7 ± 5.6
2.9 ± 0.6
124.1 ± 23.3

No-sugar
25.3 ± 6.6
2.1 ± 0.5
182.6 ± 16.0

Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M.; p < 0.05; * vs. other groups; $ vs. no-sugar.

Spatial training altered the search strategy (Table 2b): latency
to the former platform location was shortest in 0 h-sugar mice and
their time spent in the platform quadrant was longer than in the
other two groups. The number of platform crossings increased from
FST-before to FST-after (paired T-test: p < 0.05), but did not differ
between the groups. All groups directed their behaviour towards
the area of the platform location, but it was most speciﬁc for mice
of the 0 h-sugar group. They spent more time near the platform
location, indicated by: (i) the lowest cumulative distance (Fig. 1C;
Friedman p < 0.05 vs. the virtual platform locations in the other
three quadrants) and (ii) the increase in percentage of time spent
in platform quadrant compared to FST-before (Friedman-Wilcoxon
p < 0.05 vs. other quadrants). Also 4 h-sugar mice had a signiﬁcant
lower cumulative distance to platform vs. the other three virtual
locations. The no-sugar controls had a similar low cumulative distance to the platform and one virtual adjacent platform location,
indicating less speciﬁcity of search patterns.
3.3. Circular hole board: spatial training trials
Latency and distance to the exit tunnel differed signiﬁcantly
between groups (Fig. 2; main effect latency: F(1, 18) = 19.652,
p = 0.001) with signiﬁcantly shorter latencies for the 0 h-sugar
group from days 2 to 5. In both groups, latency and path length
decreased over days (latency: F(3, 54) = 36.148; p = 0.001; distance:
F(3, 54) = 4.053; p = 0.011), indicating learning of the task. Velocity of
movement increased accordingly (F(3, 54) = 20.689; p = 0.001). Mice
left the start area faster. This was group dependent (interaction
time × condition: F(3, 54) = 4.749, p = 0.005). On days 2 and 3 of training, mice of the 0 h-sugar group had signiﬁcantly shorter latencies
to leave the start (p < 0.001) than no-sugar controls.
The slope and course of the learning curve for latency, path
length and velocity over days was comparable between groups
(interaction time × condition: latency, F(3, 54) = 0.370, p = 0.774; distance, F(3, 54) = 0.316, p = 0.814; velocity, F(3, 54) = 1.494, p = 0.226).
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3.4. Circular hole board: spatial training trials
In addition to the mean daily performance, trial-to-trial performance within the day (short-term/working memory) revealed
distinct differences. The ﬁrst trial of the day of the 0 h-sugar mice
had the shortest latencies to the exit tunnel (Fig. 3A; trials with odd
numbers: trial 1, p = 0.012; trial 3, p = 0.004; trial 5, p = 0.016; trial
7, p = 0.046). The second trial of the day was always comparable to
the no-sugar control group. In the 0 h-sugar mice, time to leave the
start center was signiﬁcantly lower for trials 1 and 3 (all p < 0.01;
Fig. 3B). While mice of the 0 h-sugar group have similar velocities
in the ﬁrst and second daily trial and keep their velocity constant
from trial 1 to 7, no-sugar mice have lower velocity in trials 1 and
3 (p < 0.05; Fig. 3C) and increase their velocity during their second
trial of the day above the 0 h-sugar mice (p < 0.05 trials 4 and 6). Path
length was not signiﬁcantly different between the trials (Fig. 3D).
3.5. Circular hole board: general activity, exploration and search
strategies
Before spatial training, the behavioural response, i.e., sum
of analysed parameters, on the circular hole board was similar
between groups (MANOVA: F(14, 5) = 1.281; p = 0.420). After spatial training, the behavioural response was not only different from
before training, but also between groups (MANOVA: F(14, 5) = 6.635;
p = 0.024; Table 3). Now, both groups were more active (increase
in path length, velocity, total hole visits) and left the start centre
quicker resulting in shorter latencies to the hole and RIM zones
(all p < 0.05). The 0 h-sugar mice had the lower latencies to leave
the start center (p = 0.002), to make the ﬁrst hole visit (p = 0.002)
and arrive at the RIM zone (p = 0.040). In both groups, the use of
the perseveration strategy dropped dramatically from about 70%
to 30%, while the use of the serial strategy increased from about
20% to 80% (both variables p < 0.01). In addition, time spent near the
exit hole and adjacent holes increased speciﬁcally for the 0 h-sugar
group from FET-before to FET-after (208.7 ± 21.4%; paired T-test,
p = 0.001) and was signiﬁcantly higher than in no-sugar controls
(134.9 ± 20.6%; p = 0.023).
4. Discussion
Post-training sugar reward facilitated the cognitive performance
of mice in two spatial learning tasks: the water maze and the circular hole board (CHB). The memory facilitating effects are expressed
in a task-dependent pattern.

Table 3
General activity parameters measured on the circular hole board during the free exploration trials before and after spatial training.
0 h-sugar

No-sugar

Parameter

Before

Total

Path length (m)
Velocity (cm/s)

4.2 ± 0.7
9.1 ± 0.7

Center

Latency to leave center (s)
% Time

3.7 ± 0.5
3.5 ± 0.6

Holes

Latency to hole area (s)
Hole visits (number)
% Time near exit and adjacent holes

7.9 ± 0.7
12.6 ± 1.6
100%

RIM

Path length (m)
Velocity (cm/s)
% Time
Latency (s)

0.9 ± 0.3
7.0 ± 0.7
23. 8 ± 4.3
23.0 ± 4.7

0.7
10.1
11.3
14.9

Search pattern

% Serial hole visits
% Perseveration of hole visits

20.6 ± 6.7
70.9 ± 4.4

Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M.; p < 0.05; *between groups; # within group.

After

Before

7.7 ± 0.3#
13.2 ± 0.3#

After

3.4 ± 0.4
7.3 ± 0.6

6.7 ± 0.5#
13.4 ± 0.5#

4.7 ± 0.4
5.0 ± 0.4

4.3 ± 0.7
4.4 ± 0.9

3.4 ± 0.2*#
28.7 ± 1.6#
208.7 ± 21.4*#

10.5 ± 1.7
9.3 ± 1.1
100%

6.3 ± 0.8#
23.2 ± 2.4#
134.9 ± 20.6#

±
±
±
±

0.1
0.6
1.4#
2.9*

0.6 ± 0.2
5.4 ± 0.6
28.1 ± 5.0
30.7 ± 8.0

0.5
8.9
12.8
27.0

80.4 ± 4.1#
30.9 ± 3.7#

21.0 ± 6.5
63.8 ± 3.1

80.6 ± 5.4#
32.5 ± 5.6#

1.7 ± 0.1*#
2.0 ± 0.3

±
±
±
±

0.1
0.9
1.6#
4.7
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Fig. 2. Circular hole board: (A) latency in seconds (s) and (B) distance walked in
meters (m) to the exit hole during spatial training trials on days 2, 3, 4, 5 (2 trials
per day) and during free exploration trials (FET) before (day1) and after (day 8) spatial training. Mice had received sugar in their home cage immediately after passing
through the exit hole at the end of the FET-before and each day after the last training
trial (0 h-sugar) or no-sugar. Latency and path length during FET: FET-before indicates the distance walked during 120 s; FET-after indicates the latency and distance
to the ﬁrst visit of the exit hole. Data represent mean ± S.E.M. * p < 0.05 between
groups.

4.1. Post-training sugar reward and cognitive performance in the
water maze and circular hole board
The WM and the CHB were originally designed for rats [4,23].
Studies comparing the behaviour of rats and mice in the WM and
CHB reported that the WM is less suited for testing spatial learning
and memory in mice [26,27,29]. Dry-land mazes like the CHB, take
into account the predominant dry-land activity of mice and their
aversion of water. Our data support that task-inherent properties
differentially affect cognitive performance. For example, withinday performance largely varied for mice trained in the WM, while
the exit hole was always faster located on the second trial of the day
in the CHB task. Both tasks provide behavioural parameters related
to general activity, and possible emotional and motivational states.
However, the CHB contributes more data for short-term memory,
emotional and motivational processes [12] than the WM paradigm.
Of course, the choice of the spatial learning task should be hypothesis driven. Modulation of consolidation was achieved by allowing
mice free access to sugar in the home cage after the last training
trial of the day. As expected, sugar reward in close-context with
training (immediately, but not 4 h later) facilitated memory in both
spatial tasks, albeit within different time domains.
In the WM, the effect of sugar reward was expressed in latency
and distance to platform from the fourth day of training onwards,
i.e., after 12 trials, when 0 h-sugar rewarded mice swam shorter
distances to locate the exit platform during the ﬁrst trial of the
day. The superior performance was still expressed in the free
swim trial 3 days following the last spatial training. These mice

were more precise in navigating towards the previously learned
location of the platform, spent most time around the former platform location, i.e. behavioural persistence. We may argue that
memory for the platform location has been strengthened and/or
it is less susceptible to extinction in the free swim trial. Swimming speed as indicator for increased motivation to reach the
platform is less likely as it was comparable between groups.
Out-of context rewarded mice (receiving sugar with a 4 h delay)
behaved more similar to no-sugar mice, further underlining the
importance of close-context reward and its effect on consolidation. We conclude that post-training sugar in close-context results
in improved performance via modulation of consolidation processes.
In the CHB task, memory improvement by sugar-reward was
evident already on the ﬁrst training day. How is this possible? The
free exploration trial before training, is actually the ﬁrst sugarrewarded trial: At the end of the free exploration trial, mice are
guided to the exit hole, enter their home cage and get free access to
sugar. The superior performance was maintained over the course
of training. Whereas the learning curves for both groups run in parallel, sugar-rewarded mice reach their maximum performance on
day 4, while control mice are still improving. Remarkably, sugarrewarded mice had shorter latencies in the ﬁrst trial of the day
than control mice, while the second trial was comparable between
groups. Parameters of the free exploration trial after training indicate that sugar-rewarded mice are more persistent in their search
for the exit, spending more time in that area. We conclude that
sugar in close-context to training affects long-term memory, but
does not shift performance parameters in general. Mice of the
no-sugar group require more training to reach a similar level of
performance.
4.2. Emotion, motivation and memory
To differentiate effects on memory from motivational and emotional components, the CHB provides several parameters. For
example, an increase in velocity to the exit hole might be indicative
for motivational effects. Indeed, in the ﬁrst trials on days 2 and 3,
sugar-rewarded mice had shorter latencies to the exit holes and a
higher velocity than no-sugar controls. However, on the following
days short latencies remained in the face of comparable velocity
in the ﬁrst trial of the day. Moreover, in the second trial of the day
velocity of sugar-rewarded mice was lower than in no-sugar controls. No-sugar mice moved faster on the second trial of the day. If
velocity is an indicator for motivation, we have to consider a “trialdependent” motivation that is apparent in the no-sugar control
mice.
Spending more time in the central, most unprotected area is
generally accepted as reduced anxiety-like behaviour [3,5]. On the
CHB this will increase the latency to the exit hole. Indeed, nosugar mice remained longer in the center during the ﬁrst trial
of the day. In the second trial, latency to leave the center was
comparable between groups. There is no argument that receiving sugar the day before will change anxiety-related behaviour.
It is more likely that no-sugar control mice take more time for
orientation, than being less anxious. Anyhow, the shorter time
in center contributes to, but does not explain the shorter latencies to the exit hole in the sugar-rewarded mice. In relation to
latencies and velocities, distance to exit hole indicates that sugarrewarded mice move more goal-directed than the no-sugar control
mice.
We conclude that post-training sugar-reward in the CHB affects
memory consolidation, most clearly expressed in the performance
of the ﬁrst trial of the day. Motivational and emotional aspects play
a minor role.
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Fig. 3. Circular hole board: performance per trial during spatial training to locate the exit hole (days 2–5, i.e., trials 1–8) for mice that received sugar immediately after
training (0 h-sugar) or no-sugar. Odd numbers present the ﬁrst trial of the day. (A) Latency in seconds (s) to the exit hole, (B) latency to leave the center, (C) velocity in cm/s
and (D) distance walked in meters (m) to the exit hole. Data represent mean ± S.E.M. * p < 0.05 between groups.

4.3. Task-inherent activation of the stress system and glucose
administration
Learning tasks present novelty to mice, with often rather aversive properties that activate the stress system, leading to the
secretion of adrenal stress hormones: epinephrine and glucocorticoids. Facilitation of memory is a commonly reported effect,
speciﬁcally when stress hormones are elevated in close-context
with learning trials, i.e., during acquisition and speciﬁcally posttraining [9,11,20]. Dose-dependent manipulation of corticosterone
concentrations during and after training, either by lowering the
water temperature or injecting the hormone, facilitates spatial
learning in rats [1,9,16,25]. In a parallel study using the same
training protocols for WM and CHB, we found corticosterone concentrations 20 min after the start of spatial training on day 5 to
be higher in WM than in CHB trained mice (±100 and ±30 ng/ml
respectively; own unpublished data). This task-dependent corticosterone response might affect the slope of the learning curve in the
WM and CHB task, interacting with the effect of sugar-reward.
Studies on the effect of sugar reward and other drugs on learning
include handling, restraining and injecting the animal and thereby,
additionally increasing stress-hormone secretion [21]. This taskindependent activation of the stress system may contribute to the
modulation of memory. Giving mice free access to sugar in close
context with their performance in the learning task, we introduce
a non-invasive method for sugar reward that is devoid of possible
interfering effects of stress hormones on memory processes.
4.4. Reinforcement of behaviour or reinforcement of a memory
trace
Traditional reinforcement theory considers memory as something that is somehow determined by reinforcement and, thus,
takes place after reinforcement. Reinforcers are thought to increase

the probability of behavioural responses. This separation between
theories of memory and theories of reinforcement, had been challenged by Huston and colleagues [13–15] proposing an integrated
theory of memory and reinforcement. After the performance of a
learning task (i.e., during the post-trial, post-training period) memory remains susceptible to disruptive or facilitating treatments.
Memory is still in a labile form prior to being ﬁxed or consolidated
in a more permanent form [19]. Consequently, positive reinforcers
(reward; for a discussion on the difference of reward and reinforcement: see [28]) presented after the learning trial during periods
of labile memory should also promote learning. In a ﬁrst study
by Huston and colleagues [13], mice received an aversive electric footshock when stepping down from a platform. Should the
reinforcer facilitate the behavioural response, mice are expected to
step-down faster in the test trial. On the contrary, post-trial presentation of food facilitated inhibitory avoidance learning: the animals
remained on the platform longer than controls. This ﬁnding and
a series of studies using other aversive, but also appetitive tasks
(summarized in [15]), support the theory that the reinforcer (food,
electrical brain stimulation, substance P) acts on the central consequences of behaviour, i.e., a memory trace; and not the behavioural
response itself.
In the present study, mice had access to sugar after the last training trial of the day. Long-term memory is improved by sugar-reward
in both spatial tasks, expressed as superior performance in the ﬁrst
trial of the following day. Whereas the memory facilitating effect
in the CHB is observed already after the ﬁrst contingency: location of and moving through the exit hole and sugar consumption,
it takes several days until it is obvious in the WM. As suggested
before, this time-related effect of the reinforcer is most likely due
to task-inherent properties. However, common to both tasks is
that goal-directed behaviour during training trials and the persistence of the search pattern in the area of the platform and exit
hole are strengthened. General activity and velocity as behavioural
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responses to the task are not reinforced. Thus, it is the memory
trace of: how to locate the platform or exit hole, that is strengthened by sugar reward. The memory facilitating effects of sugar are
most obvious in the earlier phases of learning. We conclude that our
ﬁndings substantiate the theory of an integrated reinforcement and
memory process.
5. Conclusion
Post-training sugar facilitates spatial memory in mice. The pattern of the memory facilitating effects depends on the task-inherent
properties of the WM and CHB. In line with others [26,29], we consider the CHB better adapted to the species-speciﬁc needs of mice.
Moreover, it allows to collect a broader set of variables related
to motivation and emotional expression than the present WM
paradigm. The limited number of training trials in the CHB task
gives way to pharmacological interventions in close context with
training events. The non-invasive administration method of sugar
discarded the generally adverse effects related to the method of
treatment. Post-training self administration of sugar proved to be
an exciting approach to reveal the effects of reinforcers on the
formation of memories. Since changes in the reward processing system belong to the main symptoms of stress-related diseases like
depression (e.g., anhedonia), we propose that our test-paradigm
will be a valid tool to test reinforcement processes in animal models
of such stress-related diseases.
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